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Computer vision
bridge the gap between pixels and meaning

Source: S. Narasimhan

Images are
collections of

intensity
measurements (or 

RGB, or …)



Source: S. Narasimhan

Computer vision
bridge the gap between pixels and meaning
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Fig. 4: An image (a) with superimposed projections of pose estimation results and a horizontal dotted line depicting the row
of choice for (b). (b) is an illustration of the row shown in (a), where the red line shows where the image is covered by the
estimated paw pose and the green line is the grayscale values of the row. (c) is an illustration of the edge-probability used in
(7) and (d) is, analogously to (b), an illustration of the particular row of choise in (c).

E. The quality function

The quality function used here is a measure of how well
an estimated pose fits the intensity and edges of an image. The
area quality function for one view is defined as

q
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=
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max(P (x, y), F (x, y))

(3)

where P is the projection of the estimated paw pose and F

is the measured foreground image. Here P is binary while
F is normally not. Note that for binary functions, the quality
function is identical to the Jaccard index, which is used in [1].
The measured foreground image F is defined as the image
minus the background, i.e. F = I �B. The projection of the
paw pose, P , is defined as the binary image with 1’s at each
pixel covered by a projected quadric of the estimated pose,
and 0’s elsewhere. Thus, we are interested in evaluating how
much of the projection of a quadric covers the foreground of
an image, i.e. to compute the sum of the elements in an image
that are covered by the filled conic. The naive way to evaluate
which pixels are covered by a conic is to evaluate (2) for each
pixel, which would require MN evaluations of (2). This is the
method used in [1] and is very time consuming. This can be
improved by noting that for each fixed x0 2 [1,M ],
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is a quadratic equation in y. Then the line segment {y0} ⇥
[y0, y1], where y0 and y1 are solutions to (4), covers the conic.

Each such slice can be computed by finding the real roots of
the quadratic equation. If there are no real roots, the conic
does not intersect that particular row, x0. As the estimated
paw pose consists of 16 quadrics, for each row x0 there is a
(potentially empty) set of intervals that cover parts of the row.
After merging overlapping intervals, we get a set of disjoint
intervals for each row. Computing the contribution to (3) from
one such interval, can be done very efficiently using integral
images. Let I

F

(x, y) be the integral foreground image

I

F

(x, y) =

yX

j=0

F (x, j) (5)

Then the contribution to (3) from an interval [y0, y1] is given
by

I

F

(x, y1)� I

F

(x, y0) (6)

Thus the cover of a projected quadric can be computed in
linear time (with respect to the smallest side of an image). For
each row, 16 equations equations need to be solved, up to 16
intervals merged into disjoint intervals and grayscale values of
the integral images at the endpoints of each interval needs to
be evaluated. This is considerably faster than naive evaluation
of (3).

F. Edge quality function

Let D be a matrix where, for each coordinate (x, y),
D(x, y) is the shortest distance from (x, y) to an edge in an
image I (can be computed efficiently using distance trans-
forms). Then for each point (x, y) on the edge of the projected
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Figure 1.1: The Tripedalia Cystophora viewed from the side where Rh marks the
location of one rhopalium

body seen in fig 1.1. In this thesis there are 15 di�erent film sequences to be analyzed,

each with di�erent box jellyfishes, light conditions and artefacts, forcing the solution to

be more of a generic detection-algorithm. The method used to find the pacemakers in

the film sequences is divided into three steps; detecting, clustering and selection which

will be described thoroughly later in the thesis. The aim of this master’s thesis is to:

• find all the rhopalia in every film sequence.

• focus on evaluating di�erent detection-methods since this is the crucial step.

• doing the above in almost-realtime.

1.4 The jellyfish - Tripedalia cystophora

Tripedalia cystophora is a roughly 1 cm sized box jellyfish whose habitat is in the

mangrove swamps. It preys on small copepods that swarm between the roots of the

mangrove trees. The copepods gather in light shafts created by the canopy above. The

box jellyfish uses its visual system to detect those light shafts but it cannot see the

copepods themselves. The interesting part in this thesis is their visual systems which

is distributed at four sensory organs, the rhopalia. Each rhopalium is carrying six eyes

were three of them are looking upwards and the other three looking downwards. The

ones looking downwards are also directed inwards towards the bell which results in the

box jellyfish to “look through” its own bell. This unique visual system enable the box

jellyfish to display visually guided behaviours that appear remarkable for such “simple”

box jellyfish.

Fig. 1. Left: The box jellyfish tripedalia cystophora is only a couple of mm
large and almost completely transparent. Right: A close-up of the rhopalia
from one frame recorded in the experimental setup.

Abstract—In this paper we investigate a system for tracking
the motion of box jellyfish tripedalia cystophora in a special test
setup. The goal is to measure the motor response of the animal
given certain visual stimuli. The approach is based on tracking
the special sensory structures – the rhopalia – of the box jellyfish
from high-speed video sequences. We have focused on a real-
time system with simple building blocks in our system. However,
using a combination of simple intensity based detection and model
based tracking we achieve promising tracking results with up to
95% accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Box jellyfish, or cubomedusae, have very special visual
systems, [1], [2]. The visual system is based on four identical
sensory structures, which are called rhopalia. Each rhopalia
consists of six different eyes: the upper and lower lens eyes,
the pit eyes, and the slit eyes [3]–[8]. The lens eyes have
image-forming optics and resemble vertebrate and cephalopod
eyes [9]–[11].

The role of vision in box jellyfish is known to involve
phototaxis, obstacle avoidance, control of swim-pulse rate and
advanced visually guided behaviour [12]–[14]. Most known
species of box jellyfish are found in shallow water habitats
where obstacles are abundant [15]. Medusae of the stud-
ied species, T. cystophora, live between the prop roots in
Caribbean mangrove swamps [16], [17]. They stay close to
the surface [16] where they prey on a phototactic copepod that
gathers in high densities in the light shafts formed by openings
in the mangrove canopy. The medusae are not found in the
open lagoons, where they risk starvation [12]. The overall goal
of this project is to learn more about the visual system and
the neural processes involved. One interesting problem is the
study of the connection between visual stimuli presented to
the animals and the motor response of the animal. However,
tracking free-swimming jellyfish poses a very demanding
tracking problem. Instead we look at a special experimental
setup where the animals are tethered whilst they are submitted
to different light stimuli. The goal is then to track how the
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black and 255 being white. This condenses the pixel to have one value between 0 and

255. The 15 film sequences has a lot of features in common but still each film sequence

di�erentiates from the others in one or more aspects. Depending how the jellyfish is set

up the light and shadows form di�erently which will make each film sequence di�erent

from the each other. These di�erences can be observed in fig 1.3 below.

Figure 1.3: Example of how di�erent the film sequences can be.

Even though great measure has been done in order to minimize artefacts in the film

sequences the di�erence between them can be quite large. Some of the film sequences

are brighter, making it easier to find the rhopalia while some are darker and thus making

it hard to distinguish the rhopalia from the background (figure 1.4 and 1.5). An artefact

that is visible in all film sequences is a smudge on the camera lens that looks like an

elongated rhopalium (A in figure 1.6). The large resemblance between the smudge and

Fig. 2. Example input frames from a number of different sequences. Notice
the high variance in lighting conditions. In some frames the rhopalia are barely
discernible and in many frames there are structures that have an appearance
very similar to the rhopalia.

animals direct themselves, i.e. how they would like to move. In
order to do this, an initial goal which we discuss in this paper
is how to track the four rhopalia. These appear as four dark
discs, situated on the perimeter of the bell, see figure 2. There
have been a number of previous studies on motor response
from controlled visual stimuli, see e.g. [18], [19].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this study we used in total 33 animals, with sizes ranging
from 0.43 to 0.89 cm. The animals were tethered by the top
of the bell during the experiments, using a glass pipette with
gentle suction, and placed in a Plexiglas tank with inside
dimensions of 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 cm. The vertical walls of the tank
were covered with diffusing paper and a neutral density filter.
Each vertical wall was illuminated from the outside by four
blue-green LEDs. The diffuser was used to make a plane light
source, while the neutral density filter was used to increase
the contrast between lit and dark panels and switching one
or more panels off was used as the behavioural trigger. The
colour of the LEDs matched the maximum spectral sensitivity
of the animals and had a peak emission at 500 nm. During
the experiments a box was placed over the set-up in order to
eliminate visual cues coming from outside. Image sequences
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Real-time embedded deep-learning
Adding the regularization term to the loss function

leads to smaller weights being preferred over larger
ones. This in turn reduces overfitting of the model.

2.2 VGG16

The base neural network architecture used in this the-
sis is VGG-16, as described in [Parkhi et al., 2015].
The network contains 13 convolutional layers and
three fully connected layers. An illustration of the
architecture is shown in Figure 2.5. Di↵erent col-
ors correspond to di↵erent layer types, and for each
layer in the network the layer name and output size
is listed.

In both dropout layers, a dropout rate of 0.5 is
used.

All convolutional layers in VGG-16 share the same
kernel height and width, m

f

“ n

f

“ 3, the same
stride, s

w

“ s

h

“ 1, and the same zero padding,
p

w

“ p

h

“ 1.
The pooling layers also share the same format, with

a grid size of 2 ˆ 2, and a stride of s
w

“ s

h

“ 2.
The activation function used in VGG-16 is the

ReLU function shown in Equation 2.2, and the loss
function used is the softmax loss, as shown in Equa-
tion 2.4.

2.2.1 VGG Face

The Oxford Visual Geometry Group (VGG) provides,
via the Ca↵e Model Zoo, a trained model of the VGG-
16 network, called VGG Face [Parkhi et al., 2016].
VGG Face is trained to classify 2,622 identities, and
has been trained on 2,6 million face images. The
dataset used for training is described in more detail
in Section 2.6.2.

⌘ ↵ � r

d

batch size

0.01 0.9 0.0005 0.5 64

Table 2.1: Values of the learning rate (⌘), momentum
(↵), regularization parameter (�), dropout rate (r

d

),
and batch size in VGG Face.

During the training of VGG Face, the risk of over-
fitting was reduced by using both dropout and L2 reg-
ularization. Dropout was performed before the last
two fully connected layers, using a dropout rate of
0.5. For the L2 regularization, � “ 5 ¨ 10´4 was used
as regularization parameter.

Table 2.1 shows all hyper-parameter values used.
Twice during the training, when the accuracy stopped
increasing, the learning rate shown in Table 2.1 was
decreased by a factor of 10 [Parkhi et al., 2016].

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the VGG-16 architecture.
In the two bottom-most layers, K refers to the number
of labels.
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• PhD student: David Gillsjö

• Supervisors: Kalle Åström, 
Anders Heyden

• Robust mapping and 
localization (different sensor 
modalities)

• Learning deep models

• Perception systems are
complex, systems of systems, 
autonomous system

Semantic Structure from Motion



Convolutional Neural Networks

88

C layers are 
convolutions, 
S layers 
pool/sample



Deep Learning



Deep learning
Convolutional Neural Networks

• Slides and material from 

• http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~yann/talks/lecun-ranzato-icml2013.pdf

• MatConvNet

• http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/practicals/cnn/

• Gabrielle Flood’s master’s thesis

• Anna Gummeson’s master’s thesis



Components for deep
learning

• One neuron

• Example: Logistic regression

• Classification model (x feature vector, (w,b) 
parameters, s smooth thresholding

• Logistic regression

• ML estimate of parameters (w,b) is a convex
optimization problem

x 2 R

d
, w 2 R

d
, b 2 R, f(x) = s(wT

x+ b)

s(z) =
1

1 + e�x

Parzen Windows Conditional

: An Introduction to Machine Learning 44 / 49

LIBLINEAR: A Library for Large Linear Classification
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Appendix: Implementation Details and Practical Guide

Appendix A. Formulations

This section briefly describes classifiers supported in LIBLINEAR. Given training vectors
x

i

2 R

n

, i = 1, . . . , l in two class, and a vector y 2 R

l such that y

i

= {1,�1}, a linear
classifier generates a weight vector w as the model. The decision function is

sgn
�
w

T

x

�
.

LIBLINEAR allows the classifier to include a bias term b. See Section 2 for details.

A.1 L2-regularized L1- and L2-loss Support Vector Classification

L2-regularized L1-loss SVC solves the following primal problem:

min
w

1

2
w

T

w + C

lX

i=1

(max(0, 1� y

i

w

T

x

i

)),

whereas L2-regularized L2-loss SVC solves the following primal problem:

min
w

1

2
w

T

w + C

lX

i=1

(max(0, 1� y

i

w

T

x

i

))2. (2)

Their dual forms are:

min
↵

1

2
↵

T

Q̄↵� e

T

↵

subject to 0  ↵

i

 U, i = 1, . . . , l.

where e is the vector of all ones, Q̄ = Q+D, D is a diagonal matrix, and Q

ij

= y

i

y

j

x

T

i

x

j

.
For L1-loss SVC, U = C and D

ii

= 0, 8i. For L2-loss SVC, U = 1 and D

ii

= 1/(2C), 8i.

A.2 L2-regularized Logistic Regression

L2-regularized LR solves the following unconstrained optimization problem:

min
w

1

2
w

T

w + C

lX

i=1

log(1 + e

�y

i

w

T

x

i). (3)

Its dual form is:

min
↵

1

2
↵

T

Q↵+
X

i:↵
i

>0

↵

i

log↵
i

+
X

i:↵
i

<C

(C � ↵

i

) log(C � ↵

i

)�
lX

i=1

C logC

subject to 0  ↵

i

 C, i = 1, . . . , l.

(4)

A.1



Single Layer Neural Networks
One Neuron

• One neuron

x 2 R

d
, w 2 R

d
, b 2 R, f(x) = s(wT

x+ b)



Single Layer Neural Networks
Several Neurons

• Several parallell neurons

• Elementwise smooth
thresholding – s

x 2 R

d
, y 2 R

k
, B 2 R

d
,W � k ⇥ dmatrix

y = s(Wx+B)



Artificial Neural Networks
One hidden layer

• Multi-class classification

• One hidden layer

• Trained by back-propagation

• Popular since the 1990ies



Deep Neural Networks
Many layers

• However

• Naively implemented would
give to many parameters

• Example

• 1M pixel image

• 1M hidden layers

• 1012 parameters between each
pairs of layers



Convolutional neural network, 
CNN



CNN-Blocks - Convolutional
layer



• Input: Data block x of size

• Output: Data block y of size

• Filter: Filter kernal block w of size

• Offsets: Vector wo of length

CNN-Blocks - Convolutional
layer

m⇥ n⇥ k1

m⇥ n⇥ k2

mw ⇥ nw ⇥ k1 ⇥ k2

k2
y(i, j, k) = w

o

(k) +
X

u

X

v

X

l

x(i� u, j � v, l)w(u, v, l, k)



CNN-Blocks - Convolutional
layer

y(i, j) =
X

u

X

v

x(i� u, j � v)w(u, v)

y(i, j) = w

o

+
X

l

 
X

u

X

v

x(i� u, j � v, l)w(u, v, l)

!

y(i, j, k) = w

o

(k) +
X

u

X

v

X

l

x(i� u, j � v, l)w(u, v, l, k)



CNN-Blocks - Max-pooling



CNN-Blocks - RELU

f(x) = max(0, x)

y(i, j, k) = max(x(i, j, k), 0)



CNN-Blocks - Softmax



Result, Network design



CNN-Blocks - Softmax

y = f(x,w)

Input: image x of size m x n x k, typically k=1 (gray-
scale) or k=3 (colour)
Output: vector y of size 1 x 1 x N, which we interpret 
as N probabilities y_j
The probability that the image x is of class j



Training data (x_i, c_i)

y = f(x,w)

yci
� log yci

Input: image x of size m x n x k, typically k=1 (gray-
scale) or k=3 (colour)
Output: vector y of size 1 x 1 x N, which we interpret 
as N probabilities y_j
The probability that the image x is of class j



• Classification network

• Evaluate one example (x_k,c_k) (like adding another layer)

• Evaluation function:

• Solve

Training data

y = f(x,w)

T = {(x1, c1), . . . (xN , cN )}

NX

k=1

� log y(xk, w)ck

g(T,w) =

NX

k=1

� log y(xk, w)ck

min
w

g(T,w)



Example: OCR, classify images 
as a-z, Network design



Example: OCR, classify images as 
a-z
Training data



Example: OCR, classify images 
as a-z, Training

training epoch
0 5 10 15

ene
rgy

100

objective

train
val

training epoch
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err
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error

train
train-5
val
val-5

g(T,w) =

NX

k=1

� log y(xk, w)ck
#{ck = argmaxi y(xk, w)i}



Tricks
• Stochastic Gradient Descent

• Computation of

• Requires going through all examples (all N). 

• If N is large and/or if computing y(x_k,w) is time-consuming, use
stochastic gradient descent, i.e. update parameters using
subsets of training data.

• Jittering - construct a larger training set by perturbing the 
examples, jittering, translating images, rotating images, warping, 
mirroring, adding noise, …’

• Dropout – in each computation of y(x_k,w) let a random subset of 
the neurons die, i e set the output to zero. 

g(T,w) =

NX

k=1

� log y(xk, w)ck



Generalisation, Expand data set



Generalisation, Dropout



Generalisation, Weight decay
(Prior on small weights)



Thoughts
• Modelling. It takes time to 

• Figure out an appropriate network structure

• Gather data and ground truth

• The optimization does not always work

• Parameters explode

• Nothing happens

• Visualization of the features is important for understanding.

• Feedback in networks



Example: OCR, classify images 
as a-z, Results

ttthhhheeecrrraaattttttthhheeeeccccaaat
ttttthhhheeeecdddooooggg

Zccchhhhaaassseeeddddlkkkkaiulleeecdddl
aaaatteeeetttthhheeeerrmmmnaaallttt



Example: Prostate cancer
Data



Result, Cross-validation



Example: Prostate cancer
Training



Example: Prostate cancer
Results: Confusion matrix



Visualisation



Visualisation



Examples: Image net, 
Data

• ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge

• Yearly challenge since 2010

• 2011 - 25% error

• 2012 - 16% error (using CNN). This kicked off the deep learning
hype

• 2015 – 4% error

• By 2015, researchers reported that current software exceeds
human ability at the narrow ILSVCR tasks.

• However, as one of the challenge’s organisers, Olga 
Russakovsky, pointed out in 2015, the programs only have to 
identify images as belonging to one of a thousand categories!



Examples: Image net, 
Data

• ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge

• Listen to Fei Fei Li’s TED talk 

• https://www.ted.com/talks/fei_fei_li_how_we_re_teaching_comput
ers_to_understand_pictures

• 1000 classes

• 1200 images per class

• Subset of imagenet, builds on wordnet structure



ILSVRC&2012&Data&
Test$images$for$“Hammer”$
$
&
&
&



Ladles&are&hard&



Chimes&are&hard&



Task$2:$Detec0on$
(Classifica0on$+$Localiza0on)$

Car&classifica1on&

Localiza1on&

Car&

ImageNet&Challenge&2012&

Task$1:$Classifica0on$

Car&

Task$3:$Fine=grained$classifica0on$

Walker&hound&classifica1on&

•  Predict&a&class&label&

•  5&predic1ons&/&image&
•  1000&classes&
•  1,200&images&per&class&for&

training&&
•  Bounding&boxes&for&50%&of&

training.&&

&

•  Predict&a&class&label&and&a&
bounding&box&

•  5&predic1ons&&/&image&
•  1000&classes&
•  1,200&images&per&class&for&

training&
•  Bounding&boxes&for&40%&of&

training.&&
&

•  Predict&a&class&label&given&a&
bounding&box&in&test&

•  1&predic1on&/&image&
•  120&dog&classes&(subset)&
•  ~200&images&per&class&for&

training&(subset)&
•  Bounding&boxes&for&100%&of&

training&

&



Examples: Image net, Network design 
37 layers – classify 1000 image categories



Examples, Network design 
37 layers – classify 1000 image 
categories



Training Deep Learning
• Data

• Obtain data, 

• cut-outs of right size, 

• jittering, 

• Data expansion (translation, rotation, scaling, mirroring, 
adding noise, …)

• Data 

• Obtain ground truth

• How should the problem be coded



Training Deep Learning
• Hyperparameters

• How many layers

• Size of convolution kernels

• Number of channels

• Order of layers

• Training parameters

• Initializing weights

• Momentum

• …



Non-linear function
• Different choices of

non-linear functions.

• Faster learning

• Rectifier…

• … currently most
popular, faster training

• Arguments



Training Deep Learning
• Once all of these are in place, there are several good

systems for optimizing the parameters

• MatConvNet, TensorFlow, Caffe, Torch7, Theano

• Can train on single CPU

• Faster if compiled for GPU

• Even faster on cluster of computers with multiple GPU (e g 
LUNARC, http://www.lunarc.lu.se )

• More links on home page for PhD course

• http://www.control.lth.se/Education/DoctorateProgram/deep-
learning-study-circle.html



Deep learning - summary
• What is deep learning

• Supervised vs unsupervised learning

• Goal function, energy function E

• Choice of non-linearity ReLU

• Optimization Back-propagation, SGD

• Tricks dropout

• Examples from speech and vision

• Software

• References

• To learn more – take course on Machine Learning FMAN45



Master’s Thesis Suggestion




